Effective attention and memory skills are fundamental to typical development and essential for achievement during the formal education years. It is critical to identify the specific mechanisms linking efficiency of attentional selection of an item and the quality of its memory retention. The present study capitalized on the spatial cueing paradigm to examine the role of selection via suppression in modulating children and adolescents' memory encoding. By varying a single parameter, the spatial cueing task can elicit either a simple orienting mechanism (i.e., facilitation) or one that involves both target selection and simultaneous suppression of competing information (i.e., IOR). We modified this paradigm to include images of common items in target locations. Participants were not instructed to learn the items and were not told they would be completing a memory test later. Following the cueing task, we imposed a 7-min delay and then asked participants to complete a recognition memory test. Results indicated that selection via suppression promoted recognition memory among 7-17 year-olds. Moreover, individual differences in the extent of suppression during encoding predicted recognition memory accuracy. When basic cueing facilitated orienting to target items during encoding, IQ was the best predictor of recognition memory performance for the attended items. In contrast, engaging suppression (i.e., IOR) during encoding counteracted individual differences in intelligence, effectively improving recognition memory performance among children with lower IQs. This work demonstrates that engaging selection via suppression during learning and encoding improves memory retention and has broad implications for developing effective educational techniques.
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Introduction
Paying attention helps us form robust memories. Despite the centrality of these processes during development, identifying the mechanisms linking attention and memory within the context of individual differences in intelligence and developmental change has remained challenging. In the present study we focused on school-age children and adolescents to best expose these interactions during formal education years, when attentional strategies aimed at enhancing learning and memory might have lasting effects on achievement. We provide evidence that the nature of the underlying mechanism driving orienting has crucial implications for the efficacy of memory encoding for subsequent retrieval. Specifically, we show that selection mechanisms involving suppression have the power to boost memory encoding, effectively counteracting individual differences in intelligence.
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